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ABSTRACT
Among all the diseases, Heart disease becomes more popular in INDIA. Earlier, the Factors like family disease, age and gender was responsible for heart diseases but nowadays factor like stress, physical inactivity and diet are responsible for heart diseases. And soon in the world INDIA will become top in the order of cardiovascular disease due to stress, lack of physical activity and unhealthy eating habits. Sitting on chair for long time is also one of the reasons for heart attack. So this system heart attack detection on office chair will detect person electrocardiograph and in case of abnormal, alert the victim and live of victim can be saved.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Heart Attack is plain in chest also called as myocardial infarction. It causes due to lack of blood flow in heart. Heart muscles needs oxygen to survive. When heart attack occurs, because of blockage in blood flow, heart cannot get oxygen and heart muscles begin to die. Main reasons for heart attack are obesity, high blood pressure, high cholesterol. Symptoms for heart attack are chest pain, short breath, excessive sweating, vomiting. Heart attack can be diagnosis by Electrocardiography method. Electrocardiography is the method which record tiny activity of heart using electrodes placed on skin.

From the recent years the technologies are used for health care like home based screening test, remote monitoring technologies which are used to observe patient health activity. So, our proposed system is also used to monitor real time health information. Mostly people interact with chair, so making chair a potential location to perform our system. So, the general health sign of human like heart rate, respiratory rate, and body temperature along with Electrocardiography can be easily monitor using this chair.

II. RELATED STUDIES
According to my search, the ford is working on car seat which measures heart rate through cloths without any body contact. When a human sit on car seat in position of backrest, the sensor placed on car seat collects signal without any skin contact. Toyota is also working on car steering wheel which detects Electrocardiography and will be displayed on car navigation screen. On the steering wheel contact sensor are placed which continuously monitor heart activity.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As per study and experiments, understands normal sitting position of human on chair. Generally, there are two types of way of sitting on chair backrest and armrest. By understanding these choose location to placed Electrocardiography sensor on chair such that the human sitting on chair does not feel any disturbance by sitting on chair while carrying work in office.

Traditionally, Electrocardiography sensor used in hospitals is conductive type electrodes which are used along with dry or wet gel directly applied to patient body. There are many disadvantages of this traditional Electrocardiography electrodes are metal allergy can causes skin irritation, short term use, too much expensive and single use electrodes to overcome these disadvantages non-contact
Electrocardiography sensor are used here named as EPIC (Electric potential Integrated Circuit) sensor. EPIC sensor is discovered in UK which has specialty of sensing without any physical contact with body. EPIC sensor collects the electrical signal which generated while pumping action of heart without any direct physical contact with body. EPIC sensors collect Heart activity in the form of electrical signal which has amplitude about 2mV for length of 20ms with bandwidth 50Hz.

The electrical signal collected by EPIC sensor is applied to instrumentation amplifier which is used for greater stability, high accuracy and for long term application. The instrumentation amplifier collects the two input from EPIC sensor in which differences between two signals are amplified and all other signals are attenuated.

Amplifier is an electronic device, which increase the amplitude of signal as per further requirement. Collected signal by EPIC sensor may consist of noise from environment and signal generated by other muscles rather than heart muscles. To remove these unwanted signals we used here filter.

Analog to digital converter used to convert analog signal to digital signal. Analog to digital converter convert continuously amplitude signal to discrete amplitude signal. This conversion is necessary to understand signal by monitor. Monitor is used to display graphical representation of heart activity.

Electrocardiography is graphical representation of heart activity. Electrocardiography is repeated cycle of P wave, QRS complex and T wave.

Heart rate is measured by time difference between first R-peak to second R-peak. Measurement Heart rate by this method is quickest and accurate way.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The system purposed in this paper is one of the real time health monitoring system which is capable of continuously monitoring Electrocardiography without any direct contact of a person who sits on chair.
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